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PROPERTY

ASK FOR
All you could

A HOME THAT IS MODERN YET WARM AND WELCOMING

BY TRISHA HARINATH  •  PROJECT CONSULTANT GLYNIS KEARNEY
PROPERTY COORDINATOR MARLIZE DU RAND  •  PHOTOGRAPHER NIC BALETA

PARC ARCHITECTS 082 817 8775
Parc Architects was responsible for the initial concept design and design 
development through to the later construction phases of the home, as well as 
providing ceiling, lighting and other construction details and documentation 
throughout the process. The company specialises in high-end luxury residential 
architecture with the capability to handle any scale of project. 
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AF FOUCHÉ CONSTRUCTION 073 905 3690

ABOVE: The foundation of your home is the most imperative element, and these owners 
knew they were in safe and capable hands when contacting AF Fouché Construction 
to serve as the main contractor for their build. The company is well known for the 
construction of upmarket homes from the foundation up until the final finishes.

BELOW: Dezign A Door designed, manufactured and supplied all the bespoke cabinetry 
throughout this spectacular home, aside from the internal doors. These included the 
cupboard doors and drawers, panels and carcasses as well as the installation of these 
items. The combination of colours and materials used brought the owner’s vision to life 
in a way that surpassed her expectations.

DEZIGN A DOOR 011 664 7867
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hen it comes to a home that has 
everything you could want or need for 

an ideal lifestyle, all while being stylish 
and trendy, this one does that and more. 

As avid entertainers to friends and family, 
the owners knew from the start that their home had to 
be conducive to easy entertaining. For this reason, the 
home has been designed around an open-floor plan, with 

W
a focus on seamless indoor/outdoor living. 

At the same time, as theirs is a growing family, the 
property has also been created to cater for the adults and 
the kids, with all the private spaces – comprising four 
bedrooms, a study and a PJ lounge – located upstairs. 
The ground floor is where the family gather to enjoy their 
time in spaces that have been furnished and decorated 
to encourage relaxation. Comfort and warmth reign >

“As avid entertainers to friends 
and family, the owners knew 

from the start that their home 
had to be conducive to 

easy entertaining.”
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supreme here and the spaces are welcoming as 
they are steeped in understated luxury. There is 
also a full-on home theatre room that is guaranteed 
to turn any movie night into a treat. The fully 
equipped pool and patio area, with a swim-up 
pool bar, guarantees that outdoor entertaining 
will always be a breeze. And while outside, these 
residents also get to enjoy the gorgeous views 
on the horizon made possible due to the way the 
home has been positioned. To further ensure that 
the views are maximised throughout the property, 
sliding doors and large expansive windows 
were included in the design. This concept also 
enforces the modern and contemporary style that 
the exterior showcases and complements the 
architectural design of the home as well. Whether 
enjoying summer sunsets outside on the patio or 
sitting by the fireplace on a winter’s night, this is a 
home that’s enjoyed by the family and their guests 
throughout the year. Q

OGGIE HARDWOOD FLOORING 011 262 3117

ABOVE: Oggie European Oak planks were used on the 
floors throughout this home. To create a seamless and 
stylish look, the owners opted for the wooden floors in 
the 190mm-wide X 1 900mm-long size. These Oggie ONA 
rustic planks were finished with a WOCA Denmark Greymist 
UV oil to give the floors not only a gorgeous aesthetic but 
to ensure longevity and durability as well. Oggie Hardwood 
Flooring has showrooms in Paarden Eiland, Kramerville and 
Umhlanga Village.

CONTACTS:
AF FOUCHÉ CONSTRUCTION – construction
073 905 3690, francoisf23@gmail.com, 
Facebook: AF Fouché Construction
DEZIGN A DOOR – customised bespoke cabinetry, 
internal doors and freestanding furniture
011 664 7867, info@dezignadoor.co.za, 
www.dezignadoor.co.za
OGGIE HARDWOOD FLOORING – oak floors, ceilings 
and wall cladding
011 262 3117, 021 510 2846, www.oggieflooring.com
PARC ARCHITECTS – architectural design, 
documentation and graphics
082 817 8775, parc.archi@gmail.com, 
www.parc-architects.com
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